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Abstract
Understanding ourselves as educators is essential to understanding our interaction with
students. The author begins exploring the problem of an essay motivated by structure rather
than ideas, only to find that the problems lie much deeper. Looking to his unit’s original
concept, the author begins to realize that the goals he had set forth with, were not the goals he
valued. Seeking out a student-centered development, the author begins to see how his teaching
had not setup the self-sustaining learning environment he desired. Underlying this, the author
finds the central dilemma stemming from his own identity. Turning inward to seek the teacher
within, the author finds harmony between his teaching practice and core beliefs.
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Where Were the Ideas?
Filling in the Blanks
“So, you think Ender is a good leader because he won eight battles in a row?” I asked.
“Yes,” droned the student.
“What did Ender DO to win all those battles? What made winning them his
accomplishment and not just the result of having a good team or weak opponents?” I was
trying to get him to think.
“I dunno.”
“Well, that would be your commentary. Think about how Ender displays his leadership.
Remember how we talked about how he used his formations? Explain how his formations
made him a strong leader.” I was hoping this would help.
“But, I don’t know.”
“Just think about it for a bit, I’ll come back after I’ve helped some others.”
I continued around the room, answering similar questions for other students. What is a
concrete detail again? How many sentences in a paragraph? Is this good? I wasn’t so much
helping students to articulate their ideas or asking questions to challenge them as reguritating
formulas and helping them fill in the blanks and complete the assignment. Essays had come to
this. The structure motivated the essay. It went against everything I believed. Where were the
ideas? That is what should be motivating their papers.
Eventually, I returned to the first student. “So what have you come up with?” I looked at the
student’s paper and read: Ender’s formations make him a strong leader. I shook my head. That
was not quite what I had in mind. Rather than think of Ender’s formations, the student had
taken what I said and filled in the blank with it.

A Unit on Science Fiction
Having spent the better part of a semester teaching students and wondering what exactly they
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were learning, I began to question my purpose as an educator. Pretty early on in my student
teaching I began to ask myself, “what are the enduring understandings of 9th and 10th grade
English?” What am I trying to teach? I was so wrapped up in wondering what they needed to
learn that I lost sight of what I wanted them to be. Yes, we can teach them skills. We can even
teach them how to get what they want in the world. But, what world do we prepare them for?
What skills are necessary for their future? First we need to know their future. Or at least their
plans. But, at the age of 17, how can anyone possibly know their plans? Teaching students skills
is only half the battle. The goal of a teacher is to develop self-sustaining learners who can adapt
to the ever-changing, ever-chaotic world we live in. So how do we develop self-sustaining
learning communities?
The unit I taught focused on the genre of science fiction. We explored science fiction to see
what it could teach us about our own world. I believe that science fiction reflects our current
society (often projected to an extreme future) to explore problems within it. In essence, science
fiction is an allegory through which we can examine ourselves. That, of course, is a diﬃcult task
for students who often can’t even see their own future (A. Ryken, personal communication,
July, 20 2005).
In this unit students learned about issues of equality vs. equity, happiness vs. eﬃciency, the
individual vs. the community, and utopia v. dystopia by comparing worlds such as those found
in Ender’s Game, The Matrix, and “Harrison Bergeron” with the world we live in today. We also
pointed a critical eye to technological, social, idealogical, and political “advances” and what
implications they actually have. By looking at utopian societies and comparing their
exaggerated flaws to those in our own society, we began to grapple with the social problems
students encounter on a daily basis. Leadership was a good example of this. When talking about
Ender as a leader, we looked at our own class, comparing students in the class to characters in
the book. We also looked at how much Ender was a product of his environment and how our
environment has an eﬀect on us.

Enduring Understandings
For everything we teach, it is important to keep in mind what we are trying to accomplish.
There are several layers of things to learn, at the center of which we find the enduring
understandings. These are the goals that are most central to what it is meant to learn. Beyond
that are the things that are important to know and do. These are the things that we should
study in order to get at the enduring understandings. And finally are the things that are
important to be familiar with. These things help us to see the context, allow us to make our
arguments, but are not central to our understanding. They are the things we might research to
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strengthen an argument or support our beliefs. For my science fiction unit, I began with three
enduring understandings, the first of which has two parts. (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005)

1a. Science fiction is an allegory for our world, and
1b. Because it is an allegory for our world, we can learn from science fiction.
These enduring understanding are the central understandings to my unit. They connect to both
reading Grade Level Equivalents (GLEs) 3.4.31 and 3.4.42 , which emphasize exploring texts,
finding the relevancy to our lives, and learning more about our world through literature. My
goals also connect to social studies Essential Academic Learning Requirement (EALR) 3.1.4d3
because of the nature of the allegory of science fiction. Sci fi studies the eﬀects of possible
changes on society and the results those changes could have.
We began to build the foundations for these goals from day one when we looked at the
concept of sci fi. Students connected their perspective of sci fi with several of the attributes I
described to better understand the sci fi genre. We then furthered this understanding by
looking at pieces of The Matrix, specifically trying to understand how The Matrix both reflects
our world while also changing some parts of our world in order to explore the eﬀects of those
changes. And then, we looked at what message is portrayed through this. For example, one
showed humans running from robots, trying to protect their one sanctuary, Zion. Unlike our
world where machines are under our control, in their world machines turned against them.
One might say that this bhes the question: how much we should be relying on machines?
Another example was of Neo and a councilman in the underground city of Zion. There we see
how even in Zion, humans are dependent upon machines to live, which complexifies the
previous message about the danger of machines.
2. Bias is hard to recognize and easily overpowers logic.
This enduring understanding is also highly important to the unit. It connects to social studies
EALR 3.1.4f4 , because it asks students to look beyond their own biases in order to understand
1 Reading GLE 3.4.3 Analyze recurring themes in literature.
2 Reading GLE 3.4.4 Analyze and evaluate the great literary works from a variety of cultures to
determine their contribution to the understanding of self, others, and the world.
3 Social Studies EALR 3.1.4d Hypothesize possible outcomes from an initial event recognizing
multiple causes and accidental factors
4 Social Studies EALR 3.1.4f Reconstruct and express multiple points of view and integrate an
historic, geographic, civic, or economic perspective.
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how biases influence the way we think and act. In science fiction, we tend to see societies that
appall or surprise us. I wanted students to examine their reactions and understand how those
reflect their upbringing. The Matrix was one place we looked at perceptions and bias. We began
to explore how the reality outside the matrix was hard for Neo to accept. In fact, when first
brought out of the matrix, he believed that the real world was a lie. He could not stop believing
what his senses had been telling him for years. Just as Neo couldn’t accept reality, it is often
hard for us to accept points of view that we disagree with. The massive influx of various media
today makes it possible for us to have a distorted image of events outside our immediate reality.
In fact, video and TV actually begin to distort our own immediate sense of reality to the point
that philosophers like Jean Baudrillard (1981) argue that we now live in a virtual world or
Delueze (1989) who saw our perception of time an inaccurate conception of reality.
3. Every advancement in society comes at a cost.
I want students to understand that with every advancement, there are also drawbacks. The
perfect society is an ideal we can never reach. This is not to say we should not try, but rather
that we should be careful about trying to enforce an exception-less ideal. The journey towards
that ideal is far more important. This understanding is one that might take the course of the
unit to uncover. The hope is that by looking at all these advancements in futuristic societies, we
begin to recognize the negative consequences advancements and solutions could have. This goal
connects loosely to social studies EALR 3.1.4b5 in that it is asking students to look more closely
at advancement in order to see deficits as well as benefits to society. This is, in fact, what much
of science fiction is trying to do. It also connects quite well to science EALR 36 in that it takes a
close look at the connection between society and technology. Again, in the robot example, we
begin to see a complex issue of the consequences (both positive and negative) of increasing
technology. Specialization, in particular, becomes more important, but also leaves humans
incapable of self-suﬃciency. Like the machines under Zion, most people have no idea how they
5 Social Studies EALR 3.1.4b Distinguish between fact, opinion, and reasoned argument; clarify
point of view and context; identify assumptions and fallacies, recognize stereotypes, clichés,
bias, and propaganda techniques; evaluate accuracy and timeliness of information;
determine main message and identify target audience; analyze credibility and authenticity
6 Science EALR 3 Application: The student knows and applies science ideas and inquiry to
design and analyze solutions to human problems in societal contexts. Scientific design
process skills are used to develop and evaluate scientific solutions to problems in real world
contexts. The application of an understanding of systems and inquiry is comprised of two
components. (1) Designing Solutions: Apply knowledge and skills of science and technology
to design solutions to human problems or meet challenges. (2) Science, Technology and
Society: Analyze how science and technology are human endeavors, interrelated to each
other, to society, and to the workplace and the environment.
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work, but they know that if they didn’t work, they would be without food, water, and air. It
becomes a never ending cycle: the more you make machines, the more you need those
machines.

The Assessment: Jane Schaffer’s Essay Format
The lesson plan that I established (Appendix B) did not center on an internal locus of control as
individuals or as a class. In fact, some of my students could not even write a topic sentence
without me dragging them through it. Often, I would help a student with some questions, they
would find a perfectly decent topic sentence, and fifteen minutes later they still had nothing
written. I wanted my students to write the essays, be dragged painfully through the process.
The final assessment was a paper in which students took their own meaning from Ender’s
Game and wrote a persuasive essay about it. First, some context. Due to school policy, the essays
were written in the Jane Schaﬀer format, a formulaic writing process (Appendix A). Every
paragaph is scripted into a topic sentence (TS), a fact or concrete detail (CD), a commentary
on that fact relating to the topic sentence (CM), or a concluding sentence (CS). The idea
behind it is similar to form poetry: take away the need to figure out the structure and focus on
the ideas. For high school students who cannot write essays, this seems like a necessary tool.
The downside, however, is that rather than idea-motivated essays, the tendency for students is
for the structure to motivate the paper.
Now, it is also necessary for me to explain that I have had no formal training with Jane
Schaﬀer writing. My knowledge comes from informal conversations with my mentor-teacher
and personal research I have done. My understanding of Jane Schaﬀer continues to grow.
The building blocks of a Jane Schaﬀer essay are called “chunks.” A chunk in English is a
concrete detail and two commentaries. The concrete detail should support the topic sentence
which then supports the thesis. The commentaries then explain how the given concrete detail
supports the topic sentence. The essays we wrote were two chunk, two paragraph papers about
any topic in Ender’s Game. I will give you the topic sentence along with the chunk in order to
better understand what the chunk is arguing.
TS:

In Ender’s Game, you could say that Ender himself is a good leader because he is
intelligent and strong in many ways that other kids weren’t.

CD: When he first became commander in the Dragon Army, he was unbeatable by
winning eight battles in a row.
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CM: He was the best fighter when it came to battling the buggers in the simulator.
CM: The reason he is such a good fighter is because he is an excellent thinker and
confident in himself. (Taken from Appendix C, Student E)
This student was simply filling in disconnected points to fulfill the Jane Schaﬀer model. The
student begins talking about the battleroom in his concrete detail (CD) and then shifts to the
simulator in his commentary (CM). These are two entirely diﬀerent events that happen in
diﬀerent parts of the book. This student merely repeats over and over that Ender is a good
fighter. He makes no argument until the second commentary, which is weak at best. This
sample is from a final draft after having spent two and a half weeks in class, working on it. But
what have they learned or gained from this time? The next sample has a problematic topic
sentence. To understand the passage better, I have included the main thesis statement.
Thesis: Ender is an encouraging and strong leader.
TS:

He had been put through many hard situations, not just himself but his army also.

CD: While Ender was playing the fantasy game he saw a face he recognized, it was Peter,
he had blood dripping down his chin and a snake tail coming out a corner of his
mouth.
CM: This is a good example of Ender being strong because he stayed focused and
continued to win battles.
CM: This also shows that Ender has a fear of Peter.
(Taken from Appendix C, Student F)
I want to focus on the development of the commentaries. We have here, a very strong visual
image for the concrete detail. Whether that detail truly supports the thesis is in question. We
will ignore, for the moment, inaccuracy and focus instead on the argument. Now, the first
concrete detail goes along the right path. Ender is shaken by his dream yet is still able to stay
focused. The second commentary, however, seems to be totally unconnected at best. At worst,
it has potential to counter the author’s point.
Overall, the papers ranged from literary analyses of the story to actual arguments. They are
what I would consider hit and miss. Some of the students were playing with some very good
ideas and had worked hard to develop strong arguments. Others did not even have full essays.
I attempted to remedy this by going back and freewriting about the book. I told them
specifically that Jane Schaﬀer can feel stuﬀy, and that an essay should be motivated by ideas, not
by structure. It was my hope that the freewrites would produce strong theses while their notes
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would be an abundant source of concrete details to support their theses.
This also served a second purpose. Since we did not read the last half of the book as a class,
but did small group presentations on it instead, it was hard for students to (a) stay excited about
the book and (b) write a paper about it.
We spent half a week just on developing the ideas for the paper, another half outlining our
papers, a week drafting and revising, and two days editting. I was slightly depressed when only a
handful of my students had anything written by the middle of the second week. It had been my
hope to help them. Instead a week and a half was wasted on the majority of the class.
Ultimately, I had to grade the finished products primarily on the Jane Schaﬀer structure
(Appendix A). A strong essay was one in which the students stayed within the bounds of the
essay requirements, and had an argument worth making. I gave B+/A-’s to students whose
essays followed format and made some kind of argument that fit together. A few A’s were given
to students who had actually tackled worthy arguments. A large portion of students had partial
essays or outlines only. Several students had mere summaries while others had an unsupported
commentary on the novel. It appeared to me that many students were trying merely to fill the
structural requirements of the essay rather than focus on making a strong argument.
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Self-Sustaining Learning Communities
So, where did my essay assignment go wrong? Where were the ideas and what can I do to find
them? Let us look at where the unit design went awry, how individuals and communities were
setup to reach our goals, and how my teaching style did or did not establish a self-sustaining
learning community.

Designing a Unit: Beginning at the End
The enduring understanding of Wiggins and McTighe’s (1998) Understanding by Design is the
idea that an entire unit is structured or designed according to your final learning goals.
Consequently, designing a unit begins at the end. You must first determine your final outcomes
(i.e. the enduring understandings), then think about what assessment will best realize and
finalize these outcomes, and finally formulate the best method to get you there. Now, designing
a unit this way, while it can be extremely powerful, requires a deep understanding of where your
students are and what they need in order to reach your goals. This knowledge, I can imagine,
can only come from years of experience and can never be perfected. As a student teacher, I did
not have that knowledge. Where exactly do my students begin from and how on Earth do I get
them where they need to be? These are two questions I can hardly begin to answer. How then,
can a teacher, hot oﬀ the press, begin his career looking at the end product?
There are two factors a teacher must be aware of in order to understand how to get from A to
B. The first is understanding your students as individuals. In order to plan a successful unit, a
teacher must be able to understand where his students are starting at and what it takes to get his
students from A to B. You must understanding the base and the methods.
The second factor is understanding patterns over time. Every class is diﬀerent. Every year
you will have diﬀerent students with diﬀerent needs. Even within a single year, a changed
classroom dynamic can mean a changed learning environment. If a teacher were reliant totally
on knowing her students, she would have to begin again constantly. Teachers must be able to
build connections on all their experiences, to gain a general, albeit less accurate understanding
of the class’s base and methods.
Prioritizing My Goals, the EALRs, and the GLEs
However, let us not just leave this issue at a matter of knowing your students as individuals and
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patterns over time. A teacher must also know what end goals are most important. What are the
learning goals for, say, 10th grade English? What are the things that it is most important for
students to come out knowing? Teachers have many resources available to them. As an English
teacher I have the Reading, Writing, and Communication Essential Academic Learning
Requirements (EALRs); the Reading Grade Level Expectations (GLEs); and the National
Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) Standards. I also occasionally dabble in the Social
Studies and Science EALRs. The EALRs are extremely vague. What exactly are the attributes of
say, “using style appropriate to the audience and purpose” (Writing EALR 1.2) or using
“eﬀective language” (Communications EALR 2.4)? With reading, the GLE’s are more specific:
breaking down the vague EALRs into smaller pieces and running it along a grade-level
spectrum. If understanding and applying “content/academic vocabulary critical to the meaning
of the text, including vocabularies relevant to diﬀerent contexts, cultures, and
communities” (10th Grade Reading GLE 1.3.2) is not specific enough, then there are four
bullets under it to guide us:
• Integrate new vocabulary from informational/expository text and literary/narrative text,
including text from a variety of cultures and communities (e.g., salon as a historical
reference to political gatherings as opposed to a beauty salon), into written and oral
communication.
• Explain the meaning of content-specific vocabulary words (e.g., regeneration, isolationism,
emancipation, polarized).
• Select, from multiple choices, the meaning of a word identified in the text.
• Transfer knowledge of vocabulary learned in content areas to comprehend other gradelevel informational/expository text and literary/narrative text (e.g., the concept of parallel
in mathematics to understand parallelism).
And if that isn’t enough, the GLEs also break down by grade level, having diﬀerent specific
goals to reach in each category depending on what grade they are in (hence the Grade Level
Expectations). But, we are not so lucky with Writing. These GLEs are still on the to-do list for
the oﬃce of public instruction. (Department of Curriculum and Instruction, 2005)
Yet, even with the GLEs, it is overwhelming at best, to come into a school in which you are
told oﬀ the bat, you will not be able to get even a majority of your students to pass the WASL,
and your students are not going to meet every single EALR or GLE by the end of the year. (On
average, 18 to 20 out of 450 sophomores would pass the 10th Grade WASL every year at the
school where I did my student teaching.) So where do you prioritize? How do you determine
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what they need most? What are the enduring understandings for 10th grade English? To a new
teacher, this task seems too great to bear.
Re-Thinking Engagement: Reconnection Through Transistion
During the Jane Schaeﬀer lesson, student engagement was negligent. Some students were
driven by the ideas, and many students were at some point engaged by the text, but almost all
the students lost their engagement after the first transition from reading to presentations.
There are two pieces to this. First, there was no real transition from one to the other, leaving
students a little dazed by the sudden change. Second, there was no chance for reconnection in
any of this. The presentations were poor and we went through them so quickly that the students
were no longer engaging the text. Rather than engage the classroom in meaningful discourse as
I’d wanted, we lost our connection to Ender’s Game weeks before we even began the papers.
It seems obvious now that the transition could have been handled diﬀerently. More time
could have been spent on reflection in between. Rather than finish reading on a Friday and pick
up preparing presentations on a Monday, I should have spent time scaﬀolding the transition.
The presentations could have also stretched over a longer period, allowing more time to
reconnect with the story. In fact, after every presentation, we could have returned to the text.
But, why did we have to stop reading? I was growing unsure of the student’s level of
engagement. The pace seemed too slow. My solution, however, was far too abrupt. I could have
found a way to shorten the novel and read sections still as a class. Then, group presentations
could be interspersed. With the knowledge I have now, I could have set this up earlier on,
allowing the entire novel to move at a diﬀerent pace. Fast readers could still be fully engaged in
the text while slower readers would have the chance to focus on key passages. This would still
allow for class discussion without frustrating students who felt the pace was too painful.
The alternative to finishing oﬀ Ender’s Game in a half-hearted eﬀort could have been ending
where we were and allowing students to continue the novel as pages for their independent
reading grades. This would have allowed students to finish the book if they desired, but also
moved us along for those who were becoming frustrated with the pace.
It seems we come down to tailoring class to a multitude of learners. I was worried about
student engagement, yet my solution brought us from partial engagement to negligable
engagement. But who did I rely on to make my decision? I relied on the adults around me: our
academy coach, my mentor-teacher, the teacher next door. But, who are we concerned about
engaging? Why didn’t I ask the students? When making a drastic change like that, at the very
least I should have included the students in the thought process. If time were a factor, I could
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have stated that and asked for possible solutions from the classes. If time were not a factor and
it was merely a matter of engagement, I could have taken votes on a few diﬀerent scenarios for
finishing the book. This would not only have engaged the students in the task, but also in the
community.
So, we came to the essays and have lost the connection. What do we do now? A promptless
essasy after such a long period of disconnection was a bit too daring. A couple possible prompts
could have still left the creativity up to the students and allowed them a method of
reconnection.
Re-Thinking My Goals: Students Seek Out Learning
It comes down to it at last, what am I teaching? It has occurred to me that perhaps my stated
goals were not ever my true teaching goals. In fact, those content-based goals may have only
distracted me from why I was a teacher in the first place. I had been headed oﬀ for two reasons:
(1) misconceptions of the concept of enduring understandings and (2) preconceptions of what
teachers are supposed to be teaching. The three enduring understandings that I developed for
my unit are really the “important things to know and do” (Wiggins and McTighe, 1998). My
learning goal, not just for a particular lesson, but for all my teaching in general, is to establish
self-sustaining learning communities. I don’t care if what they get out of Harrison Bergeron is
that all advancements in society come at great costs. I don’t care whether they understand that
The Matrix is about leaving Plato’s “cave” and uncovering the reality of the world around us.
What I care about is that students begin to appreciate learning for learning’s sake. I want
students to seek out learning for themselves, for their own greater good. From that, my learning
goals for 10th grade English now become:
1. Learners will form a self-sustaining learning community.
2. Learners will love and appreciate the diversity of life.
3. Learners will exchange both written and spoken language and through that language
develop strong connections to the world around them.
4. Learners will appropriate language for themselves and their own uses. They will find their
own voice in both written and spoken language. Language will become theirs to use,
manipulate, structure, and strengthen as they will.
What then can we make of the unit’s enduring understandings? How can these learning goals
be reflected in statements of understanding. I am not sure they can. In fact, by holding a select
number of enduring understandings as central to any given unit, I may, in fact, be working
against my first learning goal. Am I imposing those understandings on the students, rather than
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allowing them to find their own understanding and seek out learning themselves? Every time I
rework them, I feel something is lost. I simply cannot put it into the language that Wiggins and
McTighe use. Understanding is not enough. I want them to do and be. But, how can we truly
understand if we cannot act on that undertanding? And once we truly understand and are able
to act on those understandings, have we not become those understandings? Are they not then a
part of us?
1. I want the learners to seek their own meaning and understanding of science fiction.
2. I want the learners to explore the diversity and complexity of human life and the human
experience through science fiction.
3. I want the learners to appreciate the medium of science fiction for the messages it sends
and the connections it makes to the world we live in.
4. I want the learners to appropriate the genre of science fiction and be able to use it to their
own ends.
And yet, I want these learnings to, in essence, become part of who they are. It is not just merely
knowing, doing, and being that drives my goals. There is some deeper point at which these
three go even farther. They reach beyond the mere unit, beyond a particular course or course of
study. They reach into the very essence of why I teach.
I think now, I finally see the learning goal that has evaded me for so long. In one sentence, I
can sum up everything I want students to know, be, and do.
I want my students to become their journey.
In that single statement, there exists a transformation. It is a moment when the student no
longer lives for others, but has now become her own person. In order to become your journey,
you must take three steps. First, you must appropriate your journey. It is your path, be that
path. Second, you must love your journey. You cannot fully accept the thing you do not love,
much as you may try. And third, you must find yourself in the jourrney. You exist not as a
point on the path but as the path itself.
Re-Thinking My Assessment: Jane Schaffer
If these become the new goals, the new enduring understandings, what then is the new
assessment? Jane Schaﬀer’s place, now, seems in jeopardy. Can students love the limitless nature
of learning in a restrictive environment like Jane Schaﬀer? I feel incapable of making such a
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judgment having only had one try at it and been given so small a picture. Nonetheless, I shall do
my best to help Jane Schaﬀer reach it’s full potential.
We shall begin by examining the purpose of Jane Schaﬀer. I see two ways of looking at this.
(1) Jane Schaﬀer is an attempt to de-mystify the rules and norms of the dominant language in
order to allow those who do not have access to it, to find that access. (2) Jane Schaﬀer is like
form poetry. It takes away the need to worry about structure, so that the writer can focus on the
ideas.
If we look at the first premise of Jane Schaﬀer, it appears to me, that the best way to use it, is
to compare it to essays that are already accepted by the dominant language. In fact, by
understanding Schaﬀer and what it does, and then looking at how essays and papers manipulate
the structure, perhaps we have a good chance of really beginning to understand what a paper is
all about. Through comparison and study, perhaps Schaﬀer can allow us to de-mystify the
dominant language structure and look at the dominant language as an issue of equity in our
world.
If we look at the second premise, it seems that, like form poetry, we must be able to
manipulate the form in order to fit our goals. Jane Schaﬀer has a few diﬀerent forms for
diﬀerent scenarios (i.e. one for English, one for social studies, and one for science). These forms
also can be modified for larger or smaller essays. You can have 2 or 3 “chunks” in a body
paragraph. You can add body paragraphs depending on the size of the paper. The possibility for
adaption is there. The chunk, however, seems inseparable, and the restriction of not being
allowed to repeat a keyword seems a bit too limiting. Schaﬀer could be a mold from which to
begin, but there must be allowed some escape from its restrictions.
My knowledge, however, was also limited. The final goal of Jane Schaﬀer is the weaving of
concrete details and commentaries. The point is that students will use Jane Schaﬀer as a starting
point. Below is a sample paragraph taken from a Jane Schaﬀer (2005) flier.
1) In HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER’S STONE, Harry is a champion to
many of the more insecure students at Hogwarts. 2) For example, when Draco
Malfoy takes Neville’s Rememberall, Harry gets it back. 3) He cannot stand
someone who picks on others. 4) He won’t tolerate bullies who take advantage
of their victims. 5) Harry is a hero on campus. (Schaffer, 2005, p. 6)

A student who reached “the most sophisticated level of weaving” would write that paragraph
more like this (Schaﬀer, 2005, p. 7).
1) In HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER’S STONE, Harry is a champion to
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many of the more insecure students at Hogwarts. 2) For example, when Draco
Malfoy assaults Neville to grab his Rememberall, his prized possession, Harry
rescues it. 3) He cannot stand someone who picks on vulnerable classmates at
school. 4) He won’t tolerate bullies who break school rules to take advantage of
their victims. 5) Harry is a hero on campus. (Schaffer, 2005, p. 7)

Although this second paragraph shows a higher level of writing, it still has not escaped the
rigidity of the chunk. This writing has, to me, lost something. It has lost heart, energy, and
passion. It is repetitive and stilted. It does not connect itself to the writer. In fact, it lacks
connection outside of the text itself.
I graded the final essays based on whether students had all their CDs, CMs, CSs, and TSs in
the right places first, and then I graded the strength of their argument.
Thesis: They needed some type of a leader, and Ender was a good leader.
TS:

Ender has the ability and knowledge to lead others in the right direction.

CD: In additional, when Ender fought Stilson he tried to hurt him bad enough to end
all the drama between them.
CM: Even though he didn’t want to hurt him he knew what he had to do end all of the
bullying.
CM: Also Ender has the ability to push his self and do what needs to do to succeed.
(Taken from Appendix C, Student A)
Looking at a passage such as this now, it occurs to me how sticking to Jane Schaﬀer has set me
and my students up for failure. The line that we continued repeating to students was that “a
commentary explains how the concrete detail connects or supports the topic sentence.” Well,
that’s exactly what this student did. She was just filling in spaces. The language itself is forced.
This is not a student writing an essay. This is a student filling out a form.
Thesis: Conflict brings people together and tears people apart.
TS:

After the Bugger War, every kinship that went on during the war faded away.

CD: Alliances that the world settled went away.
CM: Nobody had no one to worry about so the other nations didn’t need nobody else to
depend on.
CM: The buggers held a vast amount of power, since they were destroyed the other
nations felt that they were the most powerful.
(Taken from Appendix C, Student G)
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This example shows a student who has done well in filling in the diﬀerent sentence structures.
The question remains, where is the fight in this chunk? Where is the conviction? Where is the
heart in this argument? So, the war tore people apart? Who cares? What we want to know is
what this tells us. I value the ability not just to make a logical argument, but I love language for
the ability to express yourself, to put forth the emotions behind your conviction, not just the
logic.
What I should have done is graded first their argument, and then, if their writing was poor,
begin to look at how they manipulated Schaﬀer to try and understand where they went wrong.
Schaﬀer could become a tool for analysis, a control set in a scientific experiment. If Jane
Schaﬀer is the base, we can look at what manipulations work or don’t work in the given
circumstances. What I did, however, was force students so rigidly into a structure that I had left
them no choice but to fill in the blanks.
Jane Schaﬀer is a model. I allowed it to be everything. I lost sight of the forest amongst all
the trees. The six traits should motivate the writing. Voice, idea development, organization,
sentence fluency, word choice, and conventions are the aspects that determine what good
writing is. Jane Schaﬀer is merely a structure and should have been treated that way. It is the
model from which to work and manipulate, not the final product nor the end grading criteria.
Even a persuasive essay is a journey through the creativity of the self.
A New Assessment: Their Own Science Fiction Story
But, let us put Jane Schaﬀer aside, and look instead at the best assessment for the given goals. If
no restrictions had been placed on me, what assessment would best accomplish my desired
outcomes? Through our discussions, it was my intention to really explore what science fiction
meant to us as a class. We began this process with our look at the definition of science fiction,
but somehow, the rest of our time got consumed by reading Ender’s Game, and then writing a
paper on it. But, how did the paper fulfill the reframed journey of myself and my students?
The essays were largely based on analyzing the book. Some papers came close to making
deeper connections. A large topic we studied in Ender’s Game was the idea of leadership.
Leadership connects to students daily interactions. There are many leaders in their lives. Peers,
parents, teachers, and role models all take a leadership role in our lives. One student in her
paper stated, “he’s a really good leader because they actually listen to him, and trust him for
whatever directions he has to give” (Appendix C, Student A). We spent a lot of time talking
about what makes a good leader, and what leaders students have in their own lives. Another
student argued that “if everyone on Earth joined forces, they thought they could have stood a
better chance” (Appendix C, Student G). In this the student recognizes the impact of world
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crises on the unity of humanity. Yet, we still refer directly to the book rather than make
connections within ourselves. None of the essays truly appropriated the genre in any sense of
the word.
So what would have been better? First, the students must dabble in the genre in order to
truly understand and appropriate it. That is, in fact, what appropriation is about: making
something your own. Rather than focusing so much energy on a paper, writing a sci fi story
would have proven that students understood the genre, allowed students to appropriate sci fi
for their own needs, and allow them the opportunity to draw connections to everything around
them. This story would be based on some aspect of today’s society and would take that aspect
to some extreme. Students could then find a character that would best bring out what they
want to say about that idea or aspect and begin to develop that person’s journey (as well their
own journey) towards a deeper understanding of that aspect. The key then, is how do we
cement those connections for students? Instead of writing a paper about Ender’s Game, the
students could write a paper about their own story.
This paper would then be an introduction or manifesto explaining what the story they
created meant to them. Jane Schaﬀer could be used as a tool, but ultimately this kind of selfmeaningful writing must be allowed to escape the confines of structure in order to take a form
that is truly meaningful to the student.
Instead of a fill-in-the-blank paper, students have created their own story – adding to the
collective resources of the genre – and analyzed their creation to strengthen its connections to
the world. Instead of making connections from some author to some part of our world, the
learners may instead make connections from within themselves to the world outside of them.
To make a connection truly meaningful, it must touch down somewhere inside ourselves.

Locus of Control
One of the terms I have come to appropriate is the concept of locus of control. Originally
coined by a psychologist, Julian B. Rotter (1966), locus of control refers to the source of
motivation in an individual or a team. It determines where the responsibility lies for that
person or team’s reinforcement. (Wikipedia, 1998)
Having an internal locus of control means a student or team seeks guidance from within
themselves. They manage themselves, they seek their own learning and growth. The phrase I
often hear and associate with an internal locus of control is when students are running towards
learning.
An external locus of control means a student or team is motivated by forces outside them.
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This could be peer groups, parents, teachers, role models in history or media. A class that is
externally motivated might be dragged to or pulled along learning from their external locus.
They are motivated in class not for themselves, but for their teacher or parents. They act and
respond to situations in order to impress or fit in with their peers. They often fear losing face.
Now, it may be obvious that an external locus of control is dangerous, and does not build
strong individuals or groups. But, neither does too much of an internal locus of control. We live
in a society where we are all part of various groups. If we cannot reespond appropriately to
others, then we would quickly find our connections with society weakening. My goal is to help
students “develop a powerful internal locus of control that responds appropriately to outside
forces” (Leahy, 2005, p. 4). Individuals should have strong sense of self, a stable self-esteem, and
a self-sustaining motivation to learn. For the class community it would mean a self-sustaing
management setup and learning environment. And not just discipline. It would mean the class
would take initiative to pass out work, interact with each other, and maintain their well-being
as a team.
If the students are managing themselves, then their learning is not hinged entirely on the
teachers they have. They will not stop their education as soon as they leave my class, and next
year’s teachers will not have to start completely over with them. Many students have been
discouraged from developing an internal locus of control by family, school, peers, religion, or
other groups. Rather they have come to rely on external forces to make decisions. This is an easy
thing to happen. If we look at a baby, we will notice that when they hit their head, they will
often look to others to see our reaction. If we react with concern, the response will often be to
cry. If we react, instead, with a smile, the reaction is often to just keep going. Humans rely on
each other to know how to react. This can be a good thing because it allows us to develop deep
connections with each other. If we never were concerned with smoothing relations with others,
we probably would not have the society we have today. It can also, however, be a danger. Mob
mentality and groupthink can result in poor decisions.
Hence, my role as a teacher is to develop a sense of understanding within students about
decision-making as well as a strong locus from which they can base their judgments.
Success and Failure: A Path to Self-Efficacy
In order to help students achieve a strong internal locus of control, they must be allowed to do
two things: succeed and fail. Many in the education field shy away from the word failure.
Failure, however, is one of the most important learning experiences we have on a daily basis.
From success we learn both confidence and endurance; from failure we learn endurance and
resilience (Leahy, 2005). An individual needs to be able to be confident in their abilities,
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endure harsh challenge, and bounce back from initial rejection or failure. Only with all three of
these traits can an individual reliably trust their internal locus. Failure is not a scary word. It is a
natural part of life and a pathway to growth.
Once again, psychologists have something to say here. Albert Bandura’s (1994) percieved
self-eﬃcacy is the belief individuals have that they are capable of doing what is needed to
“excersize influence over the events that aﬀect their lives” (p. 71). So, a student could believe
that by studying six hours a night they would eventually catch up in their classes and keep them
from failing (signifying an internal locus of control). At the same time that student could
believe that he or she is incapabale of maintaining that level of study (signifying a low selfeﬃcacy). (Wikipedia, 2005)
Without a strong sense of confidence, endurance, and resiliance, a student’s self-eﬃcacy
would not be great enough to overcome the challenges to get what they want in life. It is
therefore important that I, as a teacher, instill not only a strong internal locus of control but
also a strong self-eﬃcacy.
In such situations, where the goals of our teaching are unclear, it is common that we seek our
internal sources of motivation. Why do we teach? That is the question that I had to return to.
I’d been around the block. From finding my own voice as a teacher, to fine tuning my
interactions with my students, to understanding what my students needed and what was
working or not working, finally back to finding my own motivations as a teacher. A strong
internal locus of control that responds appropriately to external influence, that is what I had to
uncover in myself and that is what I wanted to develop in my students. It is both what I teach
and what I learn. Self-sustaining learners and self-sustaining teachers. My mentors have helped
me to develop an internal locus of control and seek my own meaning in life. Now, I want to
help cultivate it in my students.
My eyes wandered up the forty-foot telephone pole, lingering a moment at the
top. The gentle tug of the rope told me that everyone was ready and awaited my
first command.
I took a deep breath. The cool evening air mixed with the butterflies fluttering in
my stomach. My fear of heights lingered in my mind as I began the familiar
commands.
I began up the ladder as with every other pole I’d climbed in my two years on this
course, yet a foggy mist still blurred the edges of my vision. Within moments I left
the ladder for the cold steel staples of the pole. Reaching the top staples, my
body froze. This was the crux, the part of the climb where I’d seen so many
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others hesitate. I never understood their fear until now. With nowhere for the
hands to go, this was the first leap of faith.
In that half crouched position, my hands supporting my shaking body, I could not
see how I would ever stand on the top of this pole. Holding the position was
torture. Within minutes I was shaking. After forty-five, I knew I could hold it no
longer. With a final thrust, I stood on top of the pole, my target behind me. Slowly
turning around, my vision became a tunnel, blacking out my periphery.
“One,” the word came hesitantly from my mouth.
“Two,” I quaked with nervousness.
“Three,” this was it. Everything came down to this. The walls of fear, built on
years of hiding, threatened to suffocate me
“Jump,” my feet moved forward, dragging my reluctant body. The fear came with
me, but the walls stayed behind. In a moment everything had changed. I held my
fear in my hands: to heed or to face, but never to submit again.
Later that year I would use those same words: “one, two, three, jump.” Only this
time it would be before facing a teacher who was abusing his authority. It would
be the first time I had ever stood up to authority before, but I would do it, and I
would succeed.

That moment when I had to pull on every ounce of my internal locus of control has pushed me
to educate others. My high school mentor let me sit atop that pole for over an hour. No one
said I had to do it. No one told me to come down. I was in control of my experience, and it was
my internal locus alone that would push me to stand atop the pole, turn around, and face my
fears. That analogy has continued to permeate my life, but it is not until now that I see how
essential the internal locus of control is to that entire scenario.
My Locus of Control: Accepting My Role As Decision Maker
So, I didn’t set students up to strengthen their internal locus of control. Nothing I did really
setup or allowed students to develop their own internal locus of control. I didn’t help them
with time management by getting out their planners and planning the unit as a class. I didn’t
allow students to manage their own folders. I established and enforced all the classroom rules. I
was stuck to the board with the dry erase pen as if no one else in the class had the ability to
write on the board. The class was setup so that everything passed through me. But where did
this originate? It is important to recognize that some limits were placed on me as a student
teacher in someone else’s classroom; however, I wish to focus instead on those things that were
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in my realm of control.
During my student teaching, I encountered a road-block in classroom management. Rules
and consequences are not my style. In fact, I have been called a softie on several occasions by
colleagues and students alike. To make up for this I tried to “be hard,” but that didn’t work for
me. Rather, I began to discover that I associated more closely with the Teacher Eﬀectiveness
Training style of management (H. King, classroom discussion, March 2005). This system
involves several steps that help identify and find solutions to whatever management problem
the student is currently facing. All management issues are seen as an opportunity to learn. The
way to handle them is through problem-solving. As I began to realize myself as a teacher and as
I encountered more eﬀective examples of this method in others, I began to see my style
diﬀerently. I realized that while I had been telling to develop a strong internal locus of control, I
was forcing an external locus of control upon them. I was setting myself up as that control, and
I was getting was exactly what I had modelled.
I came into the profession with preconceptions of classroom teaching, but what struck me
most was that I had never developed my internal locus of control as a student teacher. I thought
that locus of control was something that simply permeated everything you did. If you develop it
in one situation then it will transfer to every other situation. As a result I paid no attention to
it's continued development. But it doesn't just automatically happen. You need to claim that
locus in every new situation. You must develop your internal locus of control continuously so
that as your life expands into new circumstancs and new environments, so will your locus of
control. Where I have a very strong internal locus of control in some situations, none if it
transferred to this "new" field of education. In fact, I’m not sure I ever took over the classroom.
We were collecting drafts for the paper and only three students had anything. My mentorteacher suggested I do the peer workshop with those two, except that had only very rough
sketches, not full drafts. What I should have felt confident to do, was have them look at Ms.
Ray's comments and continuing working to get a full draft done by the end of the period. I am a
teacher, after all, and making decisions is a part of what I do.
Instead, I asked my mentor-teacher, "the two drafts we got are only partial so should I have
them workshop, or do you think I should just have them work on getting a full draft?"
It was in the moments following, when Ms. Ray gave me an answer, and then berated the
class by saying, “you should be writing. We are writing papers. You are all failing, why aren't you
writing? I don't understand!” It was in these moments that I realized, I had not yet accepted my
role as the teacher and decision-maker. The very thing I wanted students to accomplish:
develop powerful internal loci of control, was the very thing I had failed to model for them.
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It is so easy, in hindsight, to see this. Throughout my student teaching I was relying on the
model that my mentor-teacher – and other teachers – had established for me. I was trying to be
the teachers that I’d had and loved rather than the teacher I, myself am. Someone once told me
that a strong mentor-teacher is a dangerous thing. With a good teacher, you can easily find
yourself trying to model your teaching after their own rather than finding your own style. It can
take years to shake free of the mold this creates for you. Understanding that now, I can seek out
my role as decision maker rather than cling on those who have inspired me.
From Learners to Learning Community
Every group is diﬀerent. Even one person added or removed can change the entire dynamic of a
team. In fact, there is no set of teamwork skills we can teach. It’s not a set of rules that can be
memorized. There is no one way that teams work. Teams must, in the end, go through their
own process. There is no way around this. (Leahy, 2005)
A third party can help facilitate a team through their team process. Experts can even help a
team get out of a destructive cycle or catalyze a transition to group breakthrough, but only for
that moment. Eventually, as all teams do, there must be a return to what Tom Leahy (2005)
calls the learning edge. This is the moment where tension and challenge have the opportunity
to break a group. It is also the moment where the most learning occurs. During the learning
edge, either productivity begins to level oﬀ and mixed feelings and energy begin to surface (p.
11). Once this happens, groups can move into analysis paralysis and end up going to
breakdown, bail out, or burn out (p. 11). If recognized and/or dealt with properly the learning
edge can be the source of immense growth and can even lead to breakthrough. In fact, the
learning edge is one of the only places we can truly grow. (Leahy, 2005).
Even those who have spent their lives helping groups work together, when placed in a group,
will go through that group’s unique process. A group of expert team facilitators can often be the
most explosive, hardest group to work with. No group can skip the group process and no
matter how many groups you have been a part of, every new group you join must go through
their own methods.
Earlier I mentioned two factors a teacher must consider in order to plan out a unit: students
as individuals and patterns over time. The realization has come to me that I have left out a
third, highly important factor. I have left this factor out of my writings, my teaching, and
everything I have done since I entered the realm of public education. It seems as if all my
knowledge of communities and group dynamics were forgotten between the outdoors and the
classroom.
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The third factor every teacher must consider is the class as community. Students are not
merely individual human beings. Humans have always been social creatures. We build webs of
connection through language. In our world today, communication and connection has grown
so dramatically, that one hardly knows how to sort through all the data and all the connections
that exist. Your classroom is both internally connected to itself and externally connected to the
school, the community, and the world.
In the traditional classroom “what counts are relationships between the teacher and each
student as an individual” (Cazden, 2001, p. 131). Whether a whole class lesson or an individual
assignment, the relationship between the individual and the teacher is central. In a
nontraditional classroom, the students become “a part of the oﬃcial learning
environment” (Cazden, 2001, p. 131). Student interaction becomes important in constructing
a learning community. For this to be successful, the class must be able to create a shared mental
model. If everyone in the classroom has a diﬀerent mental model of what is going on, then
everyone in the classroom is engaged in individual learning. In order for everyone to be able to
connect in discussion and understanding, the class as a whole must adopt a shared mental
model. (Leahy, 2005)
Because I failed to see this essential aspect to my student body, I also failed to develop a
successful learning community. Learning occurs in our interactions with others. We can come
to realizations and even self-actualization on our own, but without interaction and connection
to those around us, learning cannot take place. Learning is about give and take. As my advisor
has said many times, in the profession of education, the teachers always learn more from the
students than the students from the teachers (Ryken, personal communication, 2005). It is,
perhaps, impossible to teach without yourself becoming aﬀected by those you are teaching. This
is a never-ending cycle of change and connection.
Because I failed to see my class as a community, I lost track of the greater picture. I had been
working to develop learners in isolation. Learning does not take place in isolation. Learning
takes place in community. I lost the community amongst the learners.
Engaging the Students into a Learning Community
So where was the community engagement? The National Research Council and Institute of
Medicine (2004) addressed issues of social and community engagement in high school
students. They called this “social connectedness” (p. 42). According to their studies, “students
who feel disrespected or socially isolated are not likely to function eﬀectively at school” (p. 42).
Students cared most about teachers who develop caring relationships with their class. Likewise,
students who dropped out of high school often felt that no one cared what happened to them.
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Social connectedness to peers is also important. Students who are connected with their
teachers, but constantly isolated from all of their peers can feel just as lost.
One great problem with the presentations I had was students not trusting in their fellow
classmates. Before presentations even began students were telling me how presentations were
always hard to hear and understand. I tried to handle this by scaﬀolding the presentations with
rubrics and worksheets to help focus students. But I never took the time to develop ideas about
what makes a presentation eﬀective or how we wanted to conduct our presentations as a class.
Why make the rubric on your own, when the class can do it for you? Not only will the class buy
into the assignment but the presentations will be motivated by the learning community rather
than just the teacher. If everyone feels connected to it, then everyone has a reason to engage in
the activity.
John Dewey (1964), in Democary and Education, writes about how smaller social groups
create a larger social network. The ideal community is one that strengthens its internal
connections or “shared interests” while also building “freer interaction between social
groups” (p. 86). My classroom was a set of isolated groups and individuals. There was never a
point in time where they truly became a cohesive class community. I never stopped to set this
up. “Good teachers ... are able to weave a complex web of connections among themselves, their
subjects, and their students so that students can learn to weave a world for themselves” (Palmer,
1998, p. 11). I was trying to weave the entire community on my own. I needed the help of my
students weave the community around us.
A New Management Plan
So what should I have done? I have to break past my pre-conceptions of what a classroom
education meant. My journey as a philosophy student was one taken on a very individual basis.
And yet, everything I learned, everything I did, was in interaction with others. So where is the
community in my classroom?
Rather than trying to have students critically understand the world around them, the class as
a whole can construct connection and understandings. It is not just the intellectual journey that
matters, but rather the development of connections within a community that is important.
Locus of control applies to the classroom community as much as it does to individuals.
The first step towards developing a strong community with an internal locus of control
would be a new outlook on classroom management. During my student teaching, I established
the classroom norms. I made and regulated all the rules. I selected and enforced all
consequences. I directly managed the class. This all setup an external locus of control for the
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classroom (mainly, the teacher). What I want is for classroom management to be created,
accepted, and enforced by the classroom as a whole.
Rather than set forth the classroom norms at the beginning of the class, I could have the first
class activity be to create those classroom norms as a community. In order to make a good
decision, the classroom must come to a group consensus over the classroom norms. This builds
an internal sense of discipline for the class and gives students some sense of self-eﬃcacy within
the classroom.
It is important, however, to establish a concept of consensus first. If students are lulled into
agreement, because not everyone in the community has a voice, then the result will be an “aura
of consensus” (Leahy, 2005, p. 7). Therefore, before a class can truly have a consensus, an open
atmosphere must be established.
Later on in the school year it is my goal to help students appropriate the decision-making
process. It is not enough to merely use the process, the class must be able to make the process
their own. I want them not just to learn it, but for the process to become a part of them as a
group. The class will need to modify or adjust the process to suit their particular group. Since
this decision will have to happen so early on, I will model a decision-making process for them.
This is tricky, because I do not want limit or control the group’s process, but we need
somewhere to begin from.
There are two components to classroom management that students will be involved with.
The first is for the class to reach consensus on a set of classroom norms that will maintain the
safety and learning within the classroom. I leave out making it acceptable to school policy,
because I do not want to establish an external locus of control. But being part of the class, I am
also a part of the consensus. The model that I would use for this can vary; however, it would
have four basic components based on Tom Leahy’s “The Sounding Model” (2005). First I will
give them an overview of the process so that they see where it is going, and then we will actually
use the process.
1. An open forum where each student is allowed to give ideas about what they want
included in the classroom norms. This forum is done without judgment or comment on
any of the ideas from others. All ideas are listed on the board by volunteer students.
2. A discussion about the strengths and weakness of each of the norms. Which ones are
most important? Which ones do you have questions on? Ideas can also be modified or
merged at this point. The goal is to make sure everyone understands what is on the board.
3. Proposals of which ideas to put on our classroom norms. For this it would be helpful to
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have a separate board, a large pad, or a sectioned oﬀ portion of the larger board to put the
finalized set of norms on. It is important to have a set of norms for each class. Each
proposal, when made, must be accompanied by a vote. At this moment, I will actually
oﬀer this tool to the class to use as they will in the future. It is important that these tools
become their own. We will practice it by voting on the proposals. Tom Leahy’s (2005)
“new rule of thumb” is a system where everyone gives either a thumbs up, thumbs
sideways, thumbs down, or a raised hand. Thumbs up means that you agree one hundred
percent to abide by that norm. Thumbs sideways means you might do it diﬀerently, but
you can and will agree to that norm as it is. Thumbs down means you cannot agree with
that norm, and a raised hand means you cannot move on and vote until your question is
answered. A consensus is when all voters give a thumbs up or thumbs sideways.
4. Once all the proposals have been accepted and voted upon, a final vote will be made to
ratify the norms for the class. If agreement cannot be met, then the group must work
through modifying the rules to meet those who cannot agree. My role is to give them
tools as needed to help the process, but in the end the students must motivate the process.
It is important to recognize that if you put your thumb up or sideways, you are agreeing
with the team decision and you will be held accountable to that decision. As the semester
goes on the class will likely need to revisit the norms, and that is okay. It is a part of the
ongoing team process.
The second piece of the management plan, is enforcement. Often, we begin enforcement at the
lowest level of teacher intervention (usually non-verbal communication). A community-based
management system, however, requires something a little diﬀerent. We must begin at the lowest
level of student intervention. I cannot simply establish how I will enforce the classroom but
also how students will remind each other of their classroom norms. It is necessary as a class to
brainstorm the methods we can use to address violations of these norms, because it is as a class
that we must use the norms. This discussion would be a more scaﬀolded process where I would
be asking students to give me ideas on how to enforce these norms and helping them arrange
into levels of severity beginning with student-to-student intervention, raising to teacher-tostudent intervention and ending with various forms of outside intervention including parent
calls, detentions, suspensions, and conferences. This will then be posted as well so that students
can remember that they are moving up the hierarchy of consequences.
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Finding Myself as Teacher
My thesis advisor, Amy Ryken (personal communication, 2005) asked me, “do you know and
believe in your ability?” She had confidence in my ability as a teacher, and she wanted to know
if I had that same confidence. Others had, over the course of my student teaching, encouraged
and vouched for my ability as a teacher. But ultimately another’s confidence is not enough. You
must find that confidence yourself. This thesis has been so much more that a search for ideas or
understanding. It has been a battle for my future as a teacher and educator.
In order to understand my dilemma, it is important to first look at who I am and why I am a
teacher. This is perhaps the hardest part of all of this. I think the first step in understanding me,
is looking at one of my favorite quotes. Georgia O’Keefe once wrote that “where I was born and
how I have lived are unimportant; it is what I have done with where I have been that should be
of interest.” In many ways, this quote reflects the transformative journey that my life has taken.

Path as Student: A Transformative Journey
My life took it’s first greatest change when I was eight. My grandparents were just divorced, and
my father decided to escape the legal and emotional battles that ensued. I use the word
“escaped” for a reason. I now believe that concept has influenced my own journey. So, at the age
of eight, my life was picked up and transferred from Long Island, New York to suburban
Denver, Colorado.
Colorado was not, at first, a big hit. As the new kid in a diﬀerent ethical culture, I became
the center of ridicule. In fourth grade I failed my first test. By the end of sixth grade I had been
suspended four times and was in constant conflict with those around me. Switching schools for
seventh and eighth grade improved things somewhat but still left me on the outskirts of social
life. I was a first class nerd and reject, my temper hot, and my patience short. I was also
beginning to get more involved in my Judaism. At thirteen I had my Bar-Mitzvah and began to
continue my Jewish studies of my own accord. I found some comfort within my religious
community, but my social life was still scarred.
In high school, I continued to circulate in isolated. I became involved in chess club,
computer club, math club, an independent science research program and as a teacher assistant.
The social circles I established were closing me oﬀ. While my interactions led me to develop
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strong connections with adults and teachers, I had few connections with my peers.
In short, my life was in conflict and the communities I gathered in were isolating me from
my peers. Dewey (1964) writes about how a band of criminals is a self-isolating community.
They alienate themselves from the surrounding communities rather than extending into the
infinite possibility of connection. Like Dewey’s criminal bands, I was closing myself oﬀ to
connection and interaction. The result was that I was not integrating with the rest of society. As
I think back to those who influenced me, they were almost all adults and many of them were
my teachers. I was isolated from my own generation, and it was taking form in my temper and
aggression. This anger was mirrored for me in my father. In that, I think I may possibly
understand him more than I know.
It was on the school’s challenge course – an alternative to traditional physical education –
that this all began to change. In the course of a semester, my teacher and mentor, Wisch,
pushed me farther and farther to own my fear, claim my confidence, and integrate into the
world around me. I continued on through leadership training and eventually found myself in
front of a group for the first time. I remember that experience even today.
The activity was called the circle of comfort, and the point was to look at those things that
we were comfortable with, uncomfortable with, and make us panic. Being a good leader, I was
modeling the sounding of comforts and fears that I wanted participants to engage in. I was
sharing my fear of heights.
“I feel comfortable walking up the ladder, it is a stretch for me to trust the system, and I
cannot imagine sky diving.” My fears were quite valid, and ironically fears that I faced on a daily
basis in that class.
Wisch had come to sit with my group at that point, and interjected. “I don’t think that is
really your fear. I think that fear is valid, but I think your real fear is leading this activity in front
of this group right here right now.”
To this day I will not know how many shades of pink my face turned. She was right.
Interacting socially with that group not just as a peer but as a leader among my peers, was one of
the hardest things I had ever done. That moment marks an open realization of my social
discomfort. From there, my progress as an individual began to change. By the time I left high
school, my entire social group had changed. I had what I would consider four best friends. One
is still a best friend to this day. I was waving and talking to people as I walked around my high
school campus, something that never happened before. My grades finally leveled out at the A
and B range. And, I felt integrated into the world around me. I was beginning to love life for
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the first time in yearsIt was a transformation that turned me completely around.
My explorations of Judaism ended with a trip to Israel that brought to a head the conflict
between my beliefs and religion. My journey towards computer programming ended with a
single poem. Robert Frost’s (1969) “Two Tramps In Mudtime” inspired me to seek my passions
and unite those with my career. The journey led me to my writing. Through writing, I explored
moments in time – like Frost’s moment of chopping wood at his forest cabin (p. 275). These
moments of serenity were where my connection to the world and to other people was strongest.
And I explored the world around me through grande philosophic discourses with my best
friend, Fred. I had come to love life, my life.
By my senior year of high school, I had gone through three major changes. I had, in essence,
run away from my upbringing and become a new mold. I turned away from Judaism, I
conquered my temper and left it far behind, and I refocused my energy from computers, math
and the sciences to English, education, and what later took the form of philosophy. I had
escaped and rejected my past to become a whole new individual.
In college, I then began to explore this transformation in the conscious. English became my
way to create and bring about transformation of self. Science fiction and fantasy, in particular,
had always been my deepest interests in literature. Through these genres, I could become other
people, explore whole new identities, and potentially initiate the change that I wanted to
become.
Through philosophy, I was able to explore the world and myself in relation to it. Philosophy
was my also my chance to explore new possibilities of who I was and what I believed. I could
experiment with whole new realms of reality. Descartes’ Meditations on First Philosophy (1999)
opened the vastness of these possibilities. After reading it, I began a journey to deconstruct
everything I believed. The intention began as a means to build a firm foundation for my beliefs
to stand on. Later, as postmodernism influenced me first through poetry and then through
philosophy, my belief in truth began to waver. In fact, I turned instead to the other extreme. I
continued my deconstruction in order to escape truth altogether. The tension between great
Truth and no truth is an unending battle. But, between this is the ultimate tension of who I am.
I have, through a rocky journey, transformed myself into a new person. In order to do this, I
was required to escape and reject where I came from. I rejected some of my parents’ core beliefs,
I rejected my temper, I rejected my religious upbringing, and I rejected my talents in computers
and math. In their place, I accepted a calmer self, more at peace with who I was, yet able to
interact successfully with the world around me. I accepted a love for reading, writing, and
education. I accepted agnosticism and an openness to new core beliefs.
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It was not until the end of my undergrad that I finally began to look back and see those
pieces of my identity I had rejected. I finally saw the ultimate tension between “where I was
born and how I have lived” and “what I have done with where I have been.” We cannot escape
who we were nor must we sacrifice who we have become. Our origins fuel our identity. And yet,
our origins do not become our identity.
Who, then, am I? I am both who I was and who I’ve become, but where is the connection
between these two tensions. It is through my writing that the connection truly comes to light.
The tension my transformative journey leaves is the imprint of who I am. Why must we solve
tension? Tension is a part of life, and the tension within me represents the path that I am on.
Parker Palmer (1998) speaks of identity and integrity. Identity is the tension that is who you
are, and integrity is the acceptance of those tensions as what makes you whole. Palmer warns
against allowing the complex web of who you are to fragment your identity (p. 13). I had
allowed the various pieces of my identity to fragment me. I finally came to realize that I was not
a collection of pieces and fragments but the journey between them.

From Student to Teacher: Cowering in the Shadows of Giants
By the end of my student teaching, I was on the verge of burnout. In May, my answer to the
question “do I know and believe in my ability” would likely have been “I’m not sure” or
possibly even “no.” The truth is, I did not then believe in my ability as a teacher. My confidence
was broken, my endurance was running low, and my resilience was at its limit. That was why I
didn't apply to any schools until mid July, after I had gotten back from visiting my family. I
didn't know whether I wanted to become a teacher.
Where my attitude changed, I cannot say. Between beginning my process of applying for
teaching positions and the moment when my thesis became me, something inside me had
turned around. I had moved from worry, self-doubt, and potential burn out to inner strength
and hopefulness.
So where does that leave me? The struggles of my student teaching are still too near to forget,
by my hope is too strong to be merely snuﬀed out. I am more driven in this thesis than any
other project I have ever embarked upon. I am excited about teaching. I have already begun to
plan out how I will begin the school year so as to seek harmony with who I am.
I worry, but my worry is subdued. It is the normal worry of going to a new place, a new
environment, and new challenges. I hope that I can meet the expectations of those who hired
me. I know that by November I will be feeling extremely low on energy, probably close to how I
felt during student teaching. I look to that with hesitancy. I know that I must be aware of it and
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understand how to channel and work through it.
In high school, Wisch opened me up to myself in ways I had never expected possible. She
started me on a process of growth that has led me to where I am today, and she left me with the
desire to support others in their process. The problem is, how much do the people I look up to
influence how I do things? Back then, I looked to her to change my thinking on what education
was about. Her influence changed my core beliefs. If she changed those core beliefs, how much
is me and how much is her? That is the beauty of her influence on me. My interactions with her
led to my transformations, but she did not define my journey. I did that. I was the agent of
transformation.
I have always looked up to strong leaders and teachers like Wisch and Amy. All of my
favorite teachers have influenced who I am. During student teaching I was looking up to my
mentors so much that I forgot to find my own voice as teacher. So the question I am grappling
with is how much do I look to others for the answers to my classroom dilemmas, and how
much do I rely on my own abilities?
I think I now see the answer to the question that was posed to me. We are compilations of
everyone who has touched us. That idea can bring worry to those who feel a strong need for
individuality and originality. Underlying this paper is a tension between the journey of the
individual and the journey of the community. When I see a small piece of someone else in me
and recognize that it is only a small fraction of that person’s skill, the individualist in me sees
only that I have a lot still to master. But it is not mastery of every aspect of that person that I
need or should seek. I only have that small piece because only that small piece fits into who I
am. I must seek the mastery not of the other but of myself. I must become the master of my
own style.
When I seek to compare myself to others, I become self-conscious of who I am. That
comparison is flawed. We always look to others for guidance and rely on others skills to help us,
but we will never become that person (nor should we want to).
I had rejected the “old self ” in sake of a new one. The tension between my old self of middle
school and my new self in college was blinding me. It left me awed by others but unable to find
peace in myself. It is only when I stop being the new self or the old self but rather become the
tension that is these diﬀerent selves, that I can step out of the shadow of giants. Because, I am a
giant and we are all standing on the shoulders of our students.

Path as Teacher: Being the Teacher I Am
Before I can make the commitments that will bring my core beliefs and my teaching into unity,
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I must first identify those core beliefs. What does my transformative journey leave me with in
terms of core values?

Who Are My Students?
The first part of who I am is understanding what I believe about those I wish to teach. When
we are born, we have minimal awareness of the those around us. Our entire world is centered on
ourselves. As we get past infancy, we get increasingly curious and increasingly aware of other
conscious beings around us. We begin to interact and connect with the world we are in. Jaques
Derrida (1978) saw language as web of infinite connection and the approximation of the world
around us. It is the medium through which much of our interaction takes place. Each of those
interactions influence who we are and who we become. We grow with every connection we
develop and every interaction we have. Students are constantly being aﬀected by those around
them. Those they are most in contact with will have the largest impact on who they are. Parents,
culture, religion, and community have a lasting eﬀect. However, students have the opportunity
in the journey of their lives to make transformative changes to who they are.
In my transformative journey, it was necessary to reject where I came from in order to to
begin on a fresh clay: a mini tabula rasa in the midst of life. What shape this transformative
journey takes for students will be diﬀerent for every student, and to what level they reject pieces
of their past will also vary. But I do believe that every student is on a transformative journey,
and every student will at some point in their life reject a piece of where they came from.
Students cannot truly become the transformed self, however, without recognizing the old self
and becoming the tension that is this before and after.
Where Are My Students Going?
I purposefully careful about my role in this journey. I can help them to develop a strong internal
locus of control, and strengthen their self-eﬃcacy, but I cannot walk the road for them. I will
influence those who come into contact with me. My student’s interactions with me will become
a part of who they are. Nevertheless, how I am a part of that journey is for my students to
decide. I can engage them, but I cannot define the rules of their transformation. Whether this
means creating a whole new clay like I did or just undergoing small transformations of self will
depend on the student.
Delueze (1989) saw the reality of the world as chaotic and unordered. He saw our
conceptions of the consistency of time and memory as an illusion that we place over reality.
Psychologists recognize this same phenomenon. It is known as the sensory-motor-schema, and
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it connects the moments of our life into a journey. I want my students to see themselves in that
journey. But, it is also too easy to fall into the movement of life and become lost in the flow of
society. Jean Baudrillard (1994) saw society moving towards the “analytic decomposition of the
body” (p. 98). This dehumanization is the result of the growing complexity of society. The more
we seek to understand everything and reach toward the great objective Truth, the further we
get from our humanity. I do not want my students to get lost in ends. I want them to find
“wholeness and life” within their journey, not “fragmentation and death” from the tensions
within (Palmer, 1998, p. 13).
I want my students to enjoy life. I want them to be integrated into their world. I want
students to be able to be who they are, yet not be held in isolation by who they are. I want them
to recognize their fears and expand their circle of comfort. I want students to be confident with
who they are and with their connection to the world. In my life, I choose to focus my energy on
the connections around me rather than worry about the great ideas which motivate society at
the moment. Worry easily becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Life is not perfect nor will it ever
be. I take life and accept life in its entirety: the “good” and the “bad.” While my students may
not get this or even need this outlook from me, I do seek to help students find hope and peace
in whatever form their life may take. Too much worry can too easily bring us down, especially if
we are only fifteen.
Through language and ideas students can reflect upon who they are, how they interact with
the world, and how the tensions of their transformative journey make them whole. If every
interaction transforms us, reflection is the means by which we can understand the before and
after and become the tension between those. Georgia O’Keefe once wrote, “It is good to have
an end to journey towards; but it is the journey that matters in the end.” I have quoted that
countless times, but I now take it one step further. It is not the beginning or ending that make
the person, but the path between them.
How Can I Help in Their Journey?
To facilitate these goals, it is important for me to develop connections. We learn through our
interactions with others. I want class to be a place where they can explore and engage with the
world. As Taylor Mali (2002) asks, “let me teach like the first snow falling” (p. 34). Mali
recognized that moment of engagement where students saw the first snow and were suddenly
engaged with the world around them. That is what I seek as a teacher. Like Mali, I want my
teaching to be an active engagement of my students with the world. Though what particular
content I am teaching may not matter – except perhaps for my own level of interest – some kind
of content is needed for students to connect to and interact with. It is through the content that
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students can engage in their own transformative journeys. I must work to engage students in
the classroom activities and class interaction so that the transformation can take place. I,
however, cannot be the agent of transformation. That is not to say that I am not a part of that
transformation. My interactions with my students will obviously leave some footprint. The
agency of transformation, however, must rest within the student’s internal locus of control and
be fueled by their own self-eﬃcacy. Ultimately, that is why defining my learning goals is so hard.
I must be able to define goals that will neither interfere with the student’s agency in his journey
nor will it take ownership of the learning away from the student.
Many would scold me and tell me that as a teacher I have the ability to change the world
through our youth. They would even tell me that it is my duty to bring right, justice, and
freedom to the world through the students I impact. To me, life is not about some end product.
“Life is a journey, not a destination” as Green Day put it. Our world is ever-changing, ever on
the move. I cannot stop it’s flow, nor would I want to. I do not want my students to cower in my
shadow, I want them to stand on my shoulders. I trust in them, if they experience life, if they are
given a chance, to follow their hearts and do what is best. Yes, I will think some of them
misguided in their beliefs. But, what right do I have to say I know better only because I’m
older? My own generation cannot agree on truth, I would hardly expect my students to.
Merely making the connection and allowing for the transformative journey to take place is
not enough. I must also build in self-reflection for my students. Building reflection for students
will allow them to become and stay whole. Reflection, however, is not something I simply want
to impose on them. I must help build the function of reflection within them so that they can
continue to make themselves whole with every transformation they go through.

Future Paths: Putting it into Action
Engagement and interaction are the starting point for transformation. As a teacher, therefore, I
must strive to find a source of connection for the students. I must find ways to bring relevance
to their lives and their interests. Not only that, I must encourage all students to buy into the
classroom as a community. Through connection, we can all learn and grow.
In the case of my essay assignment, the source of the problem was that with all the time spent
engaging the text, very little time was spent exploring how the text had aﬀected the students
already. Perhaps, just as I needed to go back and explore my journey, the students needed more
time to actually be able to understand their own reaction to the text. Rather than move from
the text to the presentations to the paper, there needed to be a chance for connection. A friend
and mentor once explained to me three categories for prompts: text-to-text, text-to-individual,
and text-to-world (L. Willson, personal communication, August 1, 2005). Rather than go
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striaght for an essay, perhaps the first step is to allow students to reflect on the connections they
see within the text. How does the text connect to things they have already read? How does the
text connect to themselves and their journey? And finally, how does the text connect to the
world they live in? Students can free-write or list for each of these categories (though only one
at a time). Then, sharing these thoughts with each other in small groups, we can begin to weave
a web connections through the text, the students, the class, and the world outside the class. But,
this is not simply something to be done at the end of a text. Rather, the reflection on these
connections should begin at the beginning. In the first chapter, my questions should have
begun to build these connections.
• What connections do you see between Ender’s Game and our last book Lord of the Flies?
(text-to-text)
• Which character do you connect most with? (text-to-individual)
• What connections do you see between the students at battle school and the students in
this school? (text-to-world)
As I have already stated, engagement alone is insuﬃcient. Students must also be able to reflect
on the impact of their interactions on their transformative journey. So, it remains now to say
how we can build this reflection within students? How can we allow students to accept both
origin and destination and become the path between? There are two agents of reflection. One is
the individual student; the other is the classroom community.
The classroom community must be built with care. It is a place where students are open to
each other and able to interact. If students are closed to this community, then they will be
closed to the possibility of transformation. To do this attention must be given to the
community from the beginning: establishing norms, decorating the room, and developing team
process. All communities need to be tended. It is important to revisit the norms, continue to
learn from experiences, and build a shared mental model that allows the class to interact
together and reflect together. Using the community games I am familiar with to facilitate
interactive learning is important. But, it must also go beyond me. Everyone in the class must be
held accountable to maintaining the community. Students must be able to speak up. It must be
the right of a class as a whole to revisit the classroom norms. I cannot merely step in whenever it
is necessary. That role must be taken by students as well.
Each individual is also on their own journey. She is already a part of many groups, and her
various interactions all have an impact on her identity and integrity. As an English teacher, it is
important to build valuable reflective writing assignments that truly allow students to
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understand how interactions with people, texts, and events have transformed them. Journal
entries should allow students to explore their life journey.
Once students have begun to connect the text to themselves and others, once students have
engaged with the content, and once students have found transformation within their
interactions, it becomes important for that reflection to take place. With Ender’s Game, it was
important that students understand how their own beliefs have changed. The essay, in fact,
could have been a place for that reflective journey to take place. Rather than having students
make some argument, the essay could be setup as a moment to find themselves within the
journey by comparing their own journey to that of Ender’s. What changes did Ender go
through, and how does that mirror the changes the student may have encountered in his or her
life.
Reflection, however, is an unending process. Even after writing the essay, understanding Jane
Schaﬀer, and balancing all the pressures placed on them, students can reflect on how the
assignment has changed them. How much does that essay speak to them? How has the writing
process changed who they are? If I could go back, our work together would not have ended on
the essay, but rather on a reflective paragraph on the writing process. How has their experience
changed them, influenced them, helped them? This is the piece that will allow them to be
whole again.
Reflection on the transformative journey can be hard to come to. I was not able to
understand my own transformative journey at the first, second, or even third reflection. In fact,
I could not seem to get at my journey, no matter how hard I tried. I circled around these vague
notions of the world, unsure of myself. For me, the reflection that finally brought to light my
own journey was by telling my story to another. How will my students reflect on their own
journey? This must be a goal for the course of the class. The first written assignment my
students will receive will be some form of personal statement. They will read my own personal
statement, then work to craft their own. As part of their final portfolio of work, they will revisit
the personal statement. Students will look at how they have changed and what the journey
between who they were and who they have become means. Hopefully, having this bookend to
their experience will help make sense of a small segment of their journey.
The last and final commitment I must make is to myself. In student teaching, I allowed my
teaching to stray from my core beliefs. Partly, this was because I did not yet fully understand my
core beliefs. It has not been, in fact, until this thesis that I have finally understood my journey as
teacher. My commitment, then, is teach in concordance with my core beliefs.
That said, what happens at moments when I reach a disconnect? For, of course, I will
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encounter this dilemma again. We often think that once a dilemma is overcome, we will never
again be susceptible to it. But as I have discovered, dilemmas repeat themselves over and over
and over, because the tensions that fuel those dilemmas are alive within us. Re-encountering
those dilemmas is what reminds us of who we are. Those who know themselves will find
wholeness within those dilemmas. Those that do not will find fragmentation.
What has my dilemma taught me? I leave this dilemma with three questions that I must ask
of my students and of myself. These questions will help recenter me when I next encounter this
challenge.
1. Are my students engaging and interacting with each other and the world?
2. Are my students reflecting on their journey?
3. Are my core beliefs in harmony with my teaching?
Just as I ask my students to problem-solve their interaction in the classroom, so must I be held
accountable to problem-solve my own interaction. This is not to say that the solutions to my
problems are mine alone to bear. In fact, sharing my core beliefs, and asking the class to help me
stay true to those beliefs could be a source of connection, growth, and transformation for both
my students and myself.

The End of a Long Road
I begin finally to understand how intricately my actions connect to my teaching goals. It is
essential that everything I do flow from my core beliefs and the core beliefs of my students.
These are the things that will inspire and sustain me. Learning about myself, however, has also
taught me much about my students. The transformative journey that we all take is a complex
road. It is our own, and yet we share it with everyone around us. We tend to, in our minds,
separate diﬀerent parts of us, categorize diﬀerent aspects of who we are. I am as guilty of this as
anyone. I tried to separate myself as diﬀerent personalities and philosophies in tension. I was
looking at the various aspects of who I was, but by doing so, I was failing to understand myself.
I am not the diﬀerent personalities, philosophies, selves. I am the tension between those things.
I am the journey that I take. What I have written is not a thesis. The end product you now hold
is not the essence of what this is. This is not the end or the beginning; it is an articulated piece
of the journey in between.
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Pre-Writing

Drafting
Writing Process Step

Trait

Revising

Voice
Idea Development
Organization

Editing

Sentence Fluency
Word Choice
Conventions

Publishing

Presentation
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Jane Schaffer
The Jane Schaﬀer model is a scripted essay in which every sentence in the body paragraph has a
purpose.
• Topic Sentence (TS) is the main argument for the paragraph.
• Concrete detail (CD) is a fact or evidence.
• Commentary (CM) is the analysis or interpretation of the CD as it relates to the TS.
• Concluding Sentence (CS) wraps up the paragraph and relates it back to the thesis.
The building block of a Schaﬀer essay is the chunk. For English this means a CD followed by
two CMs (CDCMCM).
The Schaffer 8 Sentence Paragraph
TS
CD
CM
CM
CD
CM
CM
CS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Ender fights to conquer. (another opinion might be: "Ender fights to survive")
Ender killed Stilson and Bonzo.
This shows Ender is brutal and doesn’t fight to win just the battle.
Most people would fight only to beat the person, not to take them out forever.
Ender beat other commanders by landslides.
He could have beaten them anyway, he didn't need to be so brutal.
He didn't care about friendships or feelings, he always fought with fervor.
Ender is cold and calculating because he fights to destroy his opponents.

Sample Essay
Ender is vicious.
When he fights, Ender fights to conquer. In his skirmishes with Stilson and Bonzo, Ender
doesn't stop fighting when he has won. Most people would fight only to beat the person, not to
take them out of the picture forever. Ender, however, is brutal to his enemies and beats them as
thoroughly as he can. When Ender led his army into battle, he always performed with
everything he had. He could have beaten them with little eﬀort and little strategy. Instead, he
fought them as if they were as well trained and prepared as his own army. He didn't fight simply
to win; he fought to win as perfectly as he possibly could. Ender is cold and calculating because
he fights to destroy his opponents.
When outnumbered, Ender is willing to do whatever it takes to come out the victor.
When Dragon army was up against two opponents, Ender ignored the spoken and unspoken
"rules" and went for the enemy's gate to end the battle. Ender does not care about honor, rules
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of the game, or unspoken rules of warfare. He is willing to go to any ends to defeat his enemy. In
his final exam Ender ignored the odds and went to kill not just the Bugger ships but also the
entire Bugger homeworld.
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Appendix B: Lesson Plan
2 week lesson
9th and 10th grade English
Lincoln High School
A-Train Academy

Rationale
The purpose of using Jane Schaffer, is to help scaffold persuasive writing for the students.
If we take care of the form for them, then we can focus on helping them to make a strong
argument. This is a particularly important skill both for the WASL and as a life skill.
Many of my students cannot make persuasive arguments, especially on paper, so focusing
on how to develop a strong, supported argument is useful. The Jane Schaeffer format
allows me to give them a structure that is already designed to focus on making the strong
logical argument.

Objectives
For Students
1. The learner will be able to write persuasively.
• NCTE Standard 4 Students adjust their use of spoken, written, and visual language
(e.g., conventions, style, vocabulary) to communicate eﬀectively with a variety of
audiences and for diﬀerent purposes.
• NCTE Standard 12 Students use spoken, written, and visual language to accomplish
their own purposes (e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and the exchange of
information).
• Writing EALR 2.2 Write for diﬀerent purposes, such as telling stories, presenting
analytical responses to literature, persuading, conveying technical information,
completing a team project, and explaining concepts and procedures.
• Writing EALR 2.3 Write in a variety of forms, including narratives, journals, poems,
essays, stories, research reports, and technical writing.
2. The learner will be able to use the steps of the writing process to build a strong essay.
• NCTE Standard 5 Students employ a wide range of strategies as they write and use
diﬀerent writing process elements appropriately to communicate with diﬀerent
audiences for a variety of purposes.
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• Writing EALR 3 The student understands and uses the steps of the writing process.
3. Scaﬀold the process of organizing and writing an essay so that the students will find
persuasive writing accessible.
• Writing EALR 1.1 Develop concept and design. Develop a topic or theme; organize
written thoughts with a clear beginning, middle, and end; use transitional sentences
and phrases to connect related ideas; write coherently and eﬀectively.
4. The learners will get excited about exploring a topic by making and proving a point.
• NCTE Standard 7 Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating
ideas and questions, and by posing problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize
data from a variety of sources (e.g., print and non-print texts, artifacts, people) to
communicate their discoveries in ways that suit their purpose and audience.
5. The learner will be able to use and understand the Jane Schaeﬀer chunk writing format.
• Meets the Lincoln High School reading and writing standards.
For Self
1. Learn how to teach Jane Schaeffer WELL
2. Work on some new styles or ideas of classroom management … (bringing in the tools)
3. Make direct instruction shorter, concise, clear, and clean.

Activities
Day One
1. SSR
2. Middle Name Game
3. What makes a good topic sentence?
4. Debriefing the presentations
Day Two
1. SSR
2. A New Tool
Hand Raised, thumb and four finger closing together
By the time closed: quiet, attentive, on-task
3. Sorting out the concrete details -- Important events in last half of book?
Chapter 9
Val and Peter get into politics
Ender sees Peter in the video game

15 min
10 min
20 min
10 min

15 min
5 min
20 min
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Letter from Val to Ender
Chapter 10 and 11
Ender gets own army
Treats Bean as he was treated
Army gets battles everyday -- win them all
Makes Bean a special ops toon leader
Chapter 12 and 13
Ender kills Bonzo
Killed Stilson too
graduates
Val and Peter continue politics
Val visits Ender, convinces him to go to Command School
Chapter 14
Mazer = teacher
Friends = subcommanders
Simulations = actual battles
Ender beats the buggers without knowing
War breaks out
Chapter 15
Ender leaves for colony on Bugger homeworld
Finds replica of video game there
Finds cocoon of Hive Queen
Figures out the buggers wanted peace
War only because of miscommunication / inability to communicate
Writes Hive Queen and the Hegemon
Leaves to replant the Buggers on another world
4. The Bottom-Up Model
8 min
-- Organizing concrete details into categories (these are your paragraphs).
-- Which two paragraphs connect to each other? What can you show with them?
-- Now write a topic sentence for each paragraph/category (what do the details show?)
-- Write an overall thesis
-- Which paragraph comes first?
-- Now fill in the commentaries into the body paragraphs, intro, and conclusion.
5. Work Time (if time remaining)
Day Three
1. SSR
15 min
2. The Top-Down Model
5 min
-- Write an overall thesis… what question are you answering, what do you want to
prove?
-- Now, what will each paragraph have to say? Write a topic sentence for each.
-- Find the evidence that will support your topic sentences.
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-- Which paragraph should come first, which second?
-- Now fill in the commentaries into the body paragraphs, intro, and conclusion.
3. Explaining Jane Schaeﬀer
10 min
Types of sentences:
Thesis Statement – big idea, main point
TS – opinion, little idea, mini-thesis
CD – fact
CM – opinion, shows how the CD supports the TS
CS – opinion, shows how the paragraph supports the thesis
Example
Thesis Statement = Ender is vicious.
TS = Ender fights to conquer. (another opinion might be: "Ender fights to
survive")
CD = Ender killed Stilson and Bonzo.
CM = This shows Ender is brutal and doesn’t fight to win just the battle.
CM = Most people would fight only to beat the person, not to take them out
forever.
CD = Ender beat other commanders by landslides.
CM = He could have beaten them anyway, he didn't need to be so brutal.
CM = He didn't care about friendships or feelings, he always fought with fervor.
CS = Ender is cold and calculating because he fights to destroy his opponents.
4. Pass out chunk worksheet and Jane Schaeﬀer paragraph format to those students who need
it.
5. Work Time
30 min
Goal: Outline
Thesis
TS #1
CD
CD
TS #2
CD
CD
Day Four
1. SSR
15 min
2. Journal Entry #13 Freewrite
20 min
How do we see our world in Ender's society? What comparisons can you make
between our society and Ender's Society?
How is Ender's world different from our own? What has changed to make it so
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What do you get out of this book? What is the message?
150+ Words
3. Share what people came up with… what is the message?
4. Add to freewrites (add 50+ words)
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5 min
8 min

Day Five
1. SSR
2. The steps of the writing process
3. Finish the outline using:
-- freewrites to come up with a thesis
-- notes and the book to come up with concrete details
-- journal entries to supplement
Outline DUE at the end of the period

15 min
10 min
25 min

Day Six
1. SSR
2. Filling in the commentary
3. Work on essays
Goal: Finish both body paragraphs

15 min
5 min
34 min

Day Seven
1. SSR
2. Intros and conclusions
3. Work time
Goal: Finish the first draft

10 min
5 min
33 min

Day Eight
1. Collect Drafts from 2nd, 3rd, and 6th
5 min
2. Revision and Editing Lists
10 min
Ask students what things they look for when they go back to modify their papers.
What kinds of things do they change? What mistakes do they sometimes find? As I'm
listing these, I'm going to be putting them into two columns: editing and revising. But I
won't tell them what the columns are until we have filled it out some more. Hopefully
this will help clarify the diﬀerence between the two. Then tell them we are focused on
revising today.
3. Goal setting
5 min
Write three things you want your peers to look for when they read your essay
4. If drafts still not done…
5 min
Write their own thesis and topic sentence (from memory)
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Then in groups of 3 argue your thesis to your classmates, and your classmates must try
and prove you wrong
5. Peer Workshop
30 min
(i) Exchange papers with a partner or in a group of three.
(ii) Read the paper.
(iii) Write down what the author believes and the two main reasons they believe it (this
is the thesis and the two topic sentences). If the reader can't get your point, you
probably need to be clearer.
(iv) List 2 strengths of the paper and 2 things that would have made it stronger.
(v) Hand the papers back with the written comments.
(vi) Read over the comments and ask questions of your classmate.
Day Nine
2nd, 3rd, and 6th
1. SSR
2. Revising Work

15 min
33 min

Day Ten
1. SSR
2. Revising Work

15 min
33 min

Day Eleven
1. Class Edit
2. Work Time and Questions
3. Papers due tomorrow at the beginning of class
Day Twelve
(Papers DUE)

Evaluation
The final product will be all the pre-writing attached to a draft of the paper as well as a final
copy of the paper. This will be turned in together with the final well marked. The grade will be
based on the quality of the final product as well as the use of the writing format.
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